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| INTRODUCTION |
 

Imagine reading a book to help you fall asleep…. Did you know that your
mind is most relaxed at the time you prepare to go to bed? This is also the
moment when it is at its most receptive state and best able to assimilate



information. Your night will end up disturbed and cumbersome if you go to
sleep weighed down by the burdens of daily life.

On the other hand, your sleep will be peaceful and you will be well rested
if you go to bed with a light head. The main aim of this book is thus to offer
you short, simple stories and tales that will help you to forget for a moment
the stresses of the world, from others, as well as your own.

Dear reader, the purpose of these tales is to take you back to experiences
that, due to the demands of modern life, are most of the time pushed to the
back of the mind.

Deliberate efforts have been made for the positive impacts of this book to
be as close to our real lives as possible: the fears, all sorts of temptations,
including the burdens of daily life that hang over our shoulders. There is
always this quiet inner voice that does not leave us at peace.

To sum it up, there are so many underlying mental processes that
contribute to the “rot” in our lives.

Fortunately, there are many positive illustrations for giving the mind a
state of calm and tranquility, and which have enabled us to better understand
these processes that otherwise would tear us apart.

 
*******

 
The 69 short stories in this book have been divided into seven topics for

you to reflect upon as you go to sleep. At the same time, they act as an
appropriate safety valve in our lives:

- Impartiality: these stories bring out the power of observation in us, our
ability to look at our inner selves and our own actions, with the aim of
gradually establishing a sense of freedom in our lives.

- Patience: this is a necessary virtue to embrace if we wish to achieve
inner well-being and tranquility.

- Fresh mind: ways to help you adapt to the pressures of life and to
develop a mindset that can help you accept all manner of life’s challenges.

- Confidence: confidence and self-respect are indispensable
characteristics to help you rediscover your inner self beyond the views and
opinions of others.



- No effort, no expectations: We spend our daily lives struggling against
the realities of the world. We have our “demands”, which we go to great
lengths to achieve. Are there no other ways of finding happiness?

- Acceptance: our minds twist reality to make it conform to what we
desire. Indeed, we always reject those things that are not in line with our
desires.

- Thinking and letting go: this is about accepting the fact that our minds
and feelings are ever-conscious as we pursue our daily activities. It would be
possible for us to reduce our burdens once we accept this reality.
 

*******
 

These topics are the seven pillars that help us to achieve a more
comfortable and compassionate life. This fact about “compassion” is very
fundamental, given that it operates as a sort of a release button to our inner
selves and gives us the opportunity to escape from the hassles that make us
worry and suffer. That is the power of Compassion.

These tales are anchored on wise sayings that have been in existence for
ages. They have survived over the centuries, and this has given them a
universal nature. On the one hand, they make a lot of sense, and on the other,
they bring out in us a keen sense of observation.

The intention is that they should bring into the open the spontaneous
actions that have a negative impact on our sleep and affect our daily lives.
We can then deal with these factors once we become conscious of their
existence. The first step is to carefully read the stories, right before going to
sleep.

To get the most out of this book, it is strongly recommended that you read
only one story per night, as you prepare to go to bed.

The question is: why just before going to bed? Well, it is at this time that
your mind is best poised and suited to fully internalize the stories. They may
appear ordinary, but their ability to transform your mind should not be
under-estimated.

After reading one story at night, it would be important to give it time to
develop within you. They are certainly very easy to understand, but they
have in them very deep messages that unravel in you bit by bit. That is



where the secret lies, the magic of Compassion: these tales will leave an
impression, become real and capture your minds even when you are asleep.
It is a slow, progressive and continuous process of infusion and
development.
     It would thus be important to fully internalize these stories. You should
not be in a hurry to go on to the next story, it would be wise to exercise
patience and proceed in a systematic manner. You can also expeditiously
read the book over and over several times. You could equally refer back to a
story that particularly touched your senses more than the rest (after
completing the first reading of the entire book). I wish you happy reading!
May these tales bring you good health, peace, and expose in the open the
hidden obstacles in your inner selves.
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| LIVING YOUR FEELINGS |
IMPARTIALITY

 
“The wise come up with new ideas,

fools spread them”.
 



Do you live your feelings or do you
spend your time chasing after life’s
negative things?

 

Heinrich Heine
 

A long time ago a certain wise man decided to confine himself in a cave,
and vowed not come out until he had completely managed to control his
feelings. People would look at him from afar and admire him, even though
they considered him to be a sort of a hermit-saint.

Several years later, all alone in the cave and spending the better part of his
time meditating, he finally managed to completely control his feelings.
Indeed, his separation from the real world was so total that he did not have
any feelings at all by the end of his life. He had even practically forgotten his
own name.

He felt proud that he had achieved his aim, believing that he had lived a
saintly life, and also that he had discovered the secret of wisdom.

However, on his deathbed in the cave, his mind was flooded with a lot of
regrets: “There’s so much I haven’t done yet, so much joy that I’ve missed!
Alas! It’s too late now”.

As he breathed his last, he finally understood that wisdom does not mean
rejecting one’s feelings, but rather acknowledging and being conscious of
them as well.

 

 



The world today is constantly
pushing us to always be busy doing
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| THE BUSY MAN |
THE VIRTUES OF PATIENCE

 
“Steadfast calm, availability at all timesl,

multiple interests, are all true masters of the moment, given that they can
take a back seat,           through the use of

humor”.
 

Jean-Louis Servan-Schreiber
 

An old man is taking a stroll along the corridors of an old people’s home,
with the aid of a walking stick: he stops by a clock and takes a deep breath
in desperation. When he was younger, he was an energetic businessman
with extremely busy schedules. He was constantly on the move, ever
coming up with one development project after the other. His business too
kept evolving. It was impossible for him to stop for even one minute, he
was always busy. Hardly had he completed a project than the next was
ready to be launched. He was ever engaged on some activity, or attending a
meeting somewhere. One day he was on a visit abroad, the next conquering
a market somewhere else. Never a minute’s pause to take a breather. His
lifestyle was a constant flow of passionate and innovative activities.

He is now 87 years old and lives in an old people’s home. He spends his
time wandering along the corridors, tormented and with nothing anymore to
keep him busy. It is an agonizing wait…. He feels depressed with no
businesses to manage; his active life is in the past, and he cannot bear the
situation. He feels lost and disoriented.

— Did I overwork myself too much and forgot to learn to be patient and
nurture it…

 

 

 

 

 



something. Patience, however, is an
open door towards simply being alive:
a life of relaxation without anxieties.
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| THE INSOMNIAC |
THE VIRTUES OF PATIENCE

 
    “Sleep is the only friend 

that does not respond when called”.
 

Diane de Beausacq
 

— Doctor, I’m no longer able to go to sleep…., declares a young lady.
— Is that so? For how long has this been going on?
— It started a few months ago…. But for the last two weeks I’ve been

able to fall asleep at best for two hours only.
The doctor looks at her and asks:
— Have you gone through some experience that might explain these

bouts of insomnia?
— No, not really. I am naturally a stressed person with a very agitated

lifestyle. For me that’s normal… I’ve not had any experience that has
disrupted my lifestyle…

— Close your eyes. We are going to try and enact what happens when
you sleep. Tell me what’s going on in your mind…

— Umm… I’m thinking about my day tomorrow and what I’ll need to
do…. Then I tell myself: “Well, you need to sleep now”.

— And then?
— And then, nothing…. I see the minutes, then the hours pass by.
— What do you tell yourself?
— The thoughts that come to my mind are: “Hey! I have to fall asleep!”

she replied in exasperation.
— Fine. This is what you shall do tonight, said the doctor.
That evening the young lady stands in front of her bed and ponders:
— Alright. No medicine…. Just a sentence to repeat….. Given my

situation, I think it would be best to follows the doctor’s orders.
She lies on the bed and covers herself. She sets the alarm and starts, in a

slow and low tone, to repeat to herself:



It is easy to avoid falling into the
trap of impatience by replacing
attitudes of “I must” and “I should” in
our lives by an attitude of good-will
towards ourselves.

 

— I have decided to invite sleep.
Twenty minutes later, she was fast asleep with her fists clenched together.
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| THE SENTRY |
A NEW STATE OF MIND

 

“We often forget to stop and relish
the magic of the moment, whereas

that is what makes up basis of our lives”.
 

Michel Bouthot
 

He was a sentry, keeping watch at the gate of a certain camp in the
middle of the desert. All he saw in front of him every day was a large
expanse of sand, thinly scattered with cactus plants, tough arborescent
bushes and groves of yellowing grass. The hot, shiny yellow sun shone high
in the sky above.

The sentry took up his post every morning at dawn, replacing the sentry
who had been on guard at night.

You could say: “What a terrible life, having to withstand the same
experience one day after the other”.

You could say: “What a horrifying place this empty and dry desert is”.
But the sentry never complained. He did not regret his destiny.
He had become wiser after having spent some time in the desert.
During his first year, he thought he would die out of boredom. He almost

became depressed due to the quiet life and out of impatience.
The long wait almost had the better of him during the second year, and

his whole body became agitated by the lack of activity.
By the fifth year he felt like an empty shell out of desperation.
However,….everything became clear to him during the sixth year: each

day was different from the other. One day, the cacti blossomed, and the
whole expanse burst with life, filling the day with a magic spell. Another
time, the morning was calm and comforting, yet on another the day the sky
was bright in full splendor… The desert was never the same again,
perpetually hot and dry, with every day being the same. It was now filled
with absolute peace.



Life is made up of new experiences;
We need to relish them all.

 

Finally the sentry now had a different experience each day.
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| THE MUSICIANS |
SELF-CONFIDENCE

 

“Failure is first and foremost a feeling,
long before it becomes a reality.
It is the fruit of a combination of

vulnerability and a lack of self-confidence, that is thereafter aggravated,
usually deliberately, by fear”.

 
Michelle Obama

 
Once upon a time there was a music conductor with exceptional talent.

He was at the peak of his career, and all his fans had listened to his
interpretations of the masterpieces by Bach, Mozart or Beethoven at least
once. He was searching for four great violinists for his latest production.
However, hardly any musician had the courage to come to his auditions,
due to his strictness, high demands and talent. But a few mustered enough
courage and appeared before him. Four remained after the rest had been
eliminated, and they appeared before him. The first violinist played
brilliantly, the second marvelously, the third splendidly, and the last
impressively.
All the four sat in a small room, waiting for the master to make his choice.
The maestro spent some time in his office, undecisive. He spent almost two
hours going over the qualities of each violinist. In reality, he was impressed
by the four musicians and was at a loss as to how to choose between them.
He decided to inform them as follows: that he would employ them all. He
opened his door and was surprised that there was only one violinist in the
room!

— Where are the others? Asked the Master.
— The first one felt that your long hesitation was enough proof that he

had not impressed you enough, so he left.
— And the second?



Your self-confidence
is the key to many opportunities.

— He kept biting his nails, he was nervous… he could no longer wait
and decided to go back home.

— And the third?
— When he saw the two other virtuosos give up and leave, he too felt he

did not have any chance either.
— And what about you?
— Well, I guessed that the reason why you were taking so long must be

that you liked the way we had played, and that I had an equal chance just
like the rest, so I stayed.
Obviously, he is the one who got the job.
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| THE MILLIONNAIRE |
NO EFFORT, NO EXPECTATIONS

 

Do not waste your time
trying to please everybody.

Be the first priority in your life
and open your heart to happiness”.

 
Rémi Ballot

 

The rich businessman is admiring all the possessions he has acquired at
the peak of his life.

Beautiful paintings, vases set in precious stones, and furniture made from
rare wood. In addition, he owns several yachts, apartments all over the
world, as well as luxurious vehicles. Not forgetting fat bank accounts, he
has everything you could ask for. He had worked hard to accumulate all
this: he had sacrificed his whole life and energy for his personal success.
However, the millionaire realized, lying on his deathbed, weakened and
unable to move:

— So much hard work, sweat and stress to attain all this. So much
energy spent to acquire all these objects. Now what more can I expect?
There is nothing else to expect. Here I lie, surrounded by all these objects
that I no longer need…

A voice whispered to him in a low tone:
— Perhaps you could start living all over, with no expectations and no

desires whatsoever…
The man decided to try out the idea, and for the first time in his life, he

felt at ease and at peace within himself, in a way that none of his businesses
or his possessions had ever made him feel.
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| HIDDEN TREASURE |
               ACTING WITH COMPASSION

 

“Desire is the price of
the success we dream of but are unable to attain,

wishes with no effect,
thoughts that are not realized”.

 
Honoré de Balzac

 
He was convinced that this time around he had hit the jackpot! The

explorer archeologist had for more than thirty years studied and carried out
research on the Maya temple that had been lost and forgotten to mankind.
Only he was aware of its existence.

He had dedicated his whole lifetime to it: a thesis and numerous visits to
the place…. He was convinced that the monument was there, hidden
somewhere between the mountains and the Amazon Forest. He also knew
that a stone engraving would be found in this forgotten temple. According
to Maya legend, the stone concealed the secret to priceless treasure.

Over and over again, he was convinced that finally he had found it.
Despite his disappointments, he always resumed his search, each time more
obsessed and determined than ever before.

To his relief, he finally succeeded in discovering the site of the temple.
He was 70 years old then, but at last he had attained the objective of his
lifetime, around which his whole existence revolved.

The temple is partially in ruins. The old man cautiously enters the main
room. There is total silence all round, save for the man’s heavy breathing
and the chirping of birds in the nearby trees.

He walks towards a slab of stone: he is convinced that the valuable
treasure is beneath it. He searches but finds nothing; except some writing.
He blows away the dust and reads:

“The only valuable treasure for mankind is to avoid being deluded by the
mind”.



It is possible to find the hidden
inner treasure once you understand

how the mind works, and free yourself
from its control.

 

The writing hit him with a thud. It dawned on him that the obsession that
had all along haunted his mind had ruined his entire life. Like an illusionary
mental trap, it had prevented him from living a normal life.
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